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an agonizing choice. Three-time Edgar Award-winner T. Jefferson Parker is
known for his many bestselling crime novels, from Laguna Heat to The
Famous and the Dead. Full Measure marks a departure; it is a literary novel
that explores many subjects, among them the bonds of loyalty between
brothers.

Full Measure-T. Jefferson Parker 2014-10-07 "A tense and compelling
drama of the wars without and the wars within—and of the flame of violence
that burns through the American psyche." —T.C. Boyle, New York Times
bestselling author of The Women "Stunning . . . [Parker is] a brave and
daring writer." —Lisa See, New York Times bestselling author of Shanghai
Girls and Dreams of Joy "A great American family novel. . . . Parker is
playing in the same league as John Steinbeck." —Stephen Harrigan, author
of The Gates of the Alamo and Remember Ben Clayton Patrick Norris has
seen the worst that Afghanistan has to offer–excruciating heat, bitter cold,
and death waiting behind every rock as comrades are blown to pieces by
bombs and snipers. He returns home exhilarated by his new freedom and
eager to realize his dream of a sport fishing business. But he is shocked to
learn that the avocado ranch his family has owned for generations in the
foothills of San Diego has been destroyed by a massive wildfire and the
parents he loves are facing ruin. Ted Norris worships his brother and yearns
for his approval. Gentle by nature, but tormented by strange fixations with a
dark undercurrent, Ted is drawn into a circle of violent, criminal misfits. His
urgent quest to prove himself threatens to put those he loves in peril.
Patrick puts his own plans on hold to save the family's home and falls in love
with Iris, a beautiful and unusual woman, when disaster strikes. When Ted's
plan for redemption goes terribly wrong, he tries to disappear. Desperate to
find his brother and salvage what remains of his family, Patrick must make
full-measure-t-jefferson-parker

Storm Runners-T. Jefferson Parker 2009-10-13 Matt Stromsoe has come a
long way since his wife and son were killed in an explosion meant for him.
Wounded severely in both body and spirit, Stromsoe gave up the last thing
that held any meaning for him—his job on the police force—and proceeded
to hit rock bottom, hard. That was a lifetime ago, and finally the spiral of
personal destruction and despair seems to have come to an end. The man
responsible for the murders—Stromsoe's best friend from childhood and his
wife's old lover—is behind bars and Stromsoe has put the past behind him,
rescued from the abyss by a former colleague who offers him a job at his
private security firm. Stromsoe's first assignment is to protect local
television personality Frankie Hatfield from a stalker. But the further
Stromsoe is drawn into this case, the more he finds that the net of intrigue
is wide and ultimately leads back to the man who killed his family. As events
conspire against him, Stromsoe learns that prison is no safeguard against
revenge. T. Jefferson Parker has been hailed as belonging "in the first rank
of American crime novelists" (Washington Post Book World) and praised for
"some of the finest writing you'll ever read" (Chicago Sun-Times). Superbly
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crafted, emotionally complex, and filled with heart-stopping action, Storm
Runners proves why the novels of T. Jefferson Parker are impossible to
resist.

is God. Folks from all over are flocking to Laguna, seeking peace, love, and
enlightenment. Matt Anthony is just trying get by. Matt is sixteen, broke,
and never sure where his next meal is coming from. Mom’s a stoner, his
deadbeat dad is a no-show, his brother’s fighting in Nam . . . and his big
sister Jazz has just gone missing. The cops figure she’s just another runaway
hippie chick, enjoying a summer of love, but Matt doesn’t believe it. Not
after another missing girl turns up dead on the beach. All Matt really wants
to do is get his driver’s license and ask out the girl he’s been crushing on
since fourth grade, yet it’s up to him to find his sister. But in a town where
the cops don’t trust the hippies and the hippies don’t trust the cops,
uncovering what’s really happened to Jazz is going to force him to grow up
fast. If it’s not already too late. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Crazy Blood-T. Jefferson Parker 2016-03-08 The Carson dynasty rules the
ski resort town of Mammoth Lakes in the Sierra Nevada Mountains in
California. Founded by patriarch Adam, the town is the site of the Mammoth
Cup ski race-a qualifier for the Olympics. But when Wylie Welborn, Adam's
illegitimate grandson, returns after a stint in Afghanistan, it reopens a dark
moment in Carson family history: the murder of Wylie's father by his jealous
and very pregnant wife, Cynthia. Her son Sky, born while his mother was in
prison, and Wylie are half-brothers. They inherit not only superb athletic
skills but an enmity that threatens to play out in a lethal drama on one of
the fastest and most perilous ski slopes in the world. Three powerful and
unusual women have central roles in this volatile family feud: Cynthia, bent
on destroying Wylie; his mother Kathleen, determined to protect him; and
April Holly, a beautiful celebrity snowboarder, on track to win Olympic
Gold. But, as Wylie falls in love with April and they begin to imagine a life
away from the violence that has shattered his family, history threatens to
repeat itself and destroy them both. Combining exquisite writing with
breathtaking scenes of high stakes skiing, T. Jefferson Parker's CRAZY
BLOOD is an unforgettable story of two brothers on a ruthless quest for
supremacy.

Pacific Beat-T. Jefferson Parker 2009-03-03 Life in Newport Beach,
California is more nightmare than paradise when ex-cop Jim Weir's
pregnant sister is brutally murdered. Life becomes unbearable when Weir is
asked to investigate his former department. Political corruption and small
town connections make this task even more onerous.

Cold Pursuit-T. Jefferson Parker 2003-04-02 From the Edgar Awardwinning author of Silent Joe, a new hard-hitting thriller of murder,
vengeance, and secret passions that will keep readers spellbound. Homicide
cop Tom McMichael is on the rotation when an 84-year-old city patriarch
named Pete Braga is found bludgeoned to death. Not good news, especially
since the Irish McMichaels and the Portuguese Bragas share a violent
family history dating back three generations. Years ago Braga shot
McMichael's grandfather in a dispute over a paycheck; soon thereafter
Braga's son was severely beaten behind a waterfront bar--legend has it that
it was an act of revenge by McMichael's father. McMichael must put aside
the old family blood feud, and find the truth about Pete Braga's death.
Braga's beautiful nurse is a suspect--she says she stepped out for some
firewood, but key evidence suggests otherwise. The investigation soon
expands to include Braga's business, his family, the Catholic diocese, a
multi-million dollar Indian casino, a prostitute, a cop, and, of course, the
McMichael family. Cold Pursuit is the novel that T. Jefferson Parker fans

Summer of Fear-T. Jefferson Parker 2009-03-03 While a serial killer
butchers entire families in Orange County, crime writer Russ Monroe
investigates the murder of his ex-lover and finds himself caught in a
duplicitous web involving the city's homicide chief

A Thousand Steps-T. Jefferson Parker 2022-01-11 A Thousand Steps is a
beguiling thriller, an incisive coming-of-age story, and a vivid portrait of a
turbulent time and place by three-time Edgar Award winner and New York
Times bestselling author T. Jefferson Parker. Laguna Beach, California,
1968. The Age of Aquarius is in full swing. Timothy Leary is a rock star. LSD
full-measure-t-jefferson-parker
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have been waiting for.

behind. He dumps their shredded purses in the woods, surrounded by
blood-soaked dirt and a few scraps of flesh. The victims' fates remain
gruesome yet unknown. Hess's partner is Merci Rayborn, a secondgeneration cop whose intense ambition has won her no friends in the
department. As they chase the madman who is terrorizing the Californian
suburbs, Hess finds himself falling in love. But before he can pursue his new
feelings, there is a killer to be caught, and a partner to protect from the line
of fire.

California Girl-T. Jefferson Parker 2009-10-13 The Orange County,
California, that the Becker brothers knew as boys is no
more—unrecognizably altered since the afternoon in 1954 when Nick, Clay,
David, and Andy rumbled with the lowlife Vonns, while five-year-old Janelle
Vonn watched from the sidelines. The new decade has ushered in the era of
Johnson, hippies, John Birchers, and LSD. Clay becomes a casualty of a faroff jungle war. Nick becomes a cop, Andy a reporter, David a minister. And
a terrible crime touches them all in ways they could never have anticipated
when the mutilated corpse of teenage beauty queen Janelle Vonn is
discovered in an abandoned warehouse.

Laguna Heat-T. Jefferson Parker 2009-03-03

Blood Riders-Michael P. Spradlin 2012-09-25 “The history of the Old West
written in blood and laced with dark humor, all set against a backdrop of
ancient evil and a struggle for survival….You’re in for the ride of your life.”
—James Rollins, New York Times bestselling author of The Devil Colony
Already a New York Times bestselling author for his satiric, gore-soaked
“songbooks” (It’s Beginning to Look a Lot like Zombies; Every Zombie Eats
Somebody Sometime), author Michael P. Spradlin now dons a different hat
and gallops hell for leather into a darker, wilder West. Blood Riders is the
story of Civil War veteran Jonas R. Hollister, who’s recruited by the U.S.
government to hunt down and destroy an ancient tribe of vampires that is
terrorizing the frontier territories. An ingenious mash-up of western and
dark fantasy—with an intriguing touch of American steampunk weaponry
thrown in for good measure—Spradlin’s Blood Riders has Hollister joining
up with real-life historical figures Samuel Colt and Alan Pinkerton and one
of horror literature’s most famous monster hunters (Abraham Van Helsing
from Bram Stoker’s Dracula) to rid the West of the undead scourge once
and for all.

The Fallen LP-T. Jefferson Parker 2007-03-27 When Garrett Asplundh's
body is found under a San Diego bridge, Robbie Brownlaw is called on to
the case. After the tragic death of his child and the dissolution of his
marriage, Garrett—regarded as an honest, straight-arrow officer—left the
SDPD to become an ethics investigator, looking into the activities of his
former colleagues. At first Asplundh's death, which takes place on the eve of
a reconciliation with his ex, looks like suicide, but the clues Brownlaw finds
just don't add up. Amid rampant corruption and tightening city purse
strings, and with pressure mounting from the police and the city's
politicians, Brownlaw fights to find the truth, all the while trying to hold on
to his own crumbling marriage. A carefully woven novel of suspense, The
Fallen brings to life a superb cast of characters against the all-too-real
backdrop of a city fighting for its survival.

The Blue Hour-T. Jefferson Parker 2014-06-01 An aging detective hunts a
serial killer, finding love along the way. After three decades in homicide,
Tim Hess hangs up his gun. But retirement doesn't sit well with the veteran
detective, and a string of grisly murders in Southern California calls him
back to the job. The papers are calling the killer 'The Purse Snatcher,'
because of his affinity for kidnapping women with designer bags, but the
playful nickname doesn't reflect the horror of the crime scenes he leaves
full-measure-t-jefferson-parker

The Fallen-Juan Marsé 1994

L.A. Outlaws-T. Jefferson Parker 2009 Investigating the latest crime scene
of a celebrity thief who has been staging lucrative heists and donating the
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spoils to charity, rookie deputy Charlie Hood is forced to make an ethicstesting decision when the thief is targeted by a professional killer. Reprint.

The Neon Rain-James Lee Burke 2010-07-13 From New York Times
bestselling author James Lee Burke comes his definitive, must-read first title
in his famous Dectective David Robicheaux series. New Orleans Detective
Dave Robicheaux has fought too many battles: in Vietnam, with police brass,
with killers and hustlers, and the bottle. Lost without his wife's love,
Robicheaux haunts the intense and heady French Quarter—the place he
calls home, and the place that nearly destroys him when he beomes involved
in the case of a young prostitute whose body is found in a bayou. Thrust into
the seedy world of drug lords and arms smugglers, Robicheaux must face
down the criminal underworld and come to terms with his own bruised
heart and demons to survive.

The Gentlemen's Hour-Don Winslow 2012-11-27 Private investigator
Boone Daniels places his acceptance by the surfing community at risk when
he agrees to defend a young man accused of murdering a beloved surfer
and local legend.

The Famous and the Dead-T. Jefferson Parker 2013-07 Deputy Charlie
Hood is working undercover on the iron river that flows across the U.S.Mexican border. Charlie knows all of Bradley Jones's secrets, the question is
is what he'll do with them.

Then She Vanished-T. Jefferson Parker 2021-07-27 What if the client
who's hired you can't be trusted...and the woman you're looking for doesn't
want to be found? With Then She Vanished, three-time Edgar Award winner
and New York Times-bestselling author T. Jefferson Parker delivers a new
and pulse-pounding thriller. Private Investigator Roland Ford has taken a
job for a fellow Marine and a rising politician, Dalton Strait. Strait is
contending with unexplained bombings of government buildings in his
district...but that is not why he hired Ford. Strait's wife, Natalie, has gone
missing, leaving behind a cryptic plea for help. Strait has made many
enemies during his time in politics--including some of his own family
members--all of whom could be looking for revenge. But as Ford digs into
the details of a troubled marriage, Natalie's disappearance becomes more
and more complicated. Meanwhile, the bombings in the city intensify, with a
mysterious group known only as the Chaos Committee claiming
responsibility. Ford soon learns that the seemingly random attacks may be
connected to the case he's on--and suddenly, his hunt for a missing woman
might decide the fate of an entire city.

Troubleshooter-Gregg Hurwitz 2006-07-25 The maestro of pulse-pounding
suspense delivers an explosive new white-knuckle thriller featuring deputy
U.S. Marshal Tim Rackley -- a lawman driven by honor, morality, and a
thirst for justice. The leader of one of the country's most violent biker
gangs, Den Laurey should have been behind bars. But thanks to a daring
escape on an L.A. freeway, several deputy marshals are dead and Laurey is
riding free. Rackley, back on the Service's warrant squad, is in hot pursuit
of the outlaw and his ruthless gang -- with a media whirlwind and the entire
Los Angeles law-enforcement community driving him. Just when Laurey is
within his grasp, circumstances force Rackley to let him go -- with
devastating results. A few miles up the road, a sheriff's deputy is attacked:
Tim's pregnant wife, Dray. Driven by guilt, Tim vows to hunt Laurey down -a search that will lead him into a dark world of deception and lies, a world
of criminals and undercover cops, drugs and mutilation. And the key to the
violent puzzle lies in the discarded corpses of women -- women for whom
Tim must seek justice when no one else will. With the stakes rising, Tim
must unravel a horrifying secret and confront a deadly terror that reaches
from the back alleys of Mexico to the poppy fields of Afghanistan ... and
threatens to explode on the dark streets of L.A.

full-measure-t-jefferson-parker

Moonstone Beach-Linda Seed 2015-10-21 Kate Bennet owns a small
bookstore in Cambria, California-the kind of shop that smells like mildew,
furniture wax, and old pages, the kind where you'll find a cat napping atop
the used biographies. Two years out from a divorce that left her emotionally
fragile, Kate is starting to think that maybe she's ready for love again-or at
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least for a fling with a hot man. Jackson Graham is a local chef who's
controlling when it comes to food, careless when it comes to women, and
temperamental when it comes to just about everything. When Kate's friends
mobilize to set things up between Kate and Jackson, she expects some
casual pleasure followed by a hasty goodbye, but Jackson's long-term crush
on Kate means that he's in this one to win. The problem is, neither he nor
Kate knows whether he can change the self-defeating habits that usually
send women scurrying for the door as soon as the afterglow fades. Throw in
a beautiful backdrop of rocky beaches and rugged coastline, a manipulative
father, a Mary Kay-pushing stepmother, a yapping Pomeranian, and a
nervous ring-tailed lemur, and you've got Moonstone Beach, the first
contemporary romance in a series of four about Kate and her friends, Gen,
Lacy, and Rose.

(Neil & Candy) Or grab The Outsider Series: The Complete Omnibus
Collection which includes all the books and short stories in this in this
romantic saga. THE FRIESSENS: A NEW BEGINNING: The Deadline (Andy
& Laura) The Price to Love (Neil & Candy) A Different Kind of Love (Brad &
Emily) A Vow of Love, A Friessen Christmas *Available December 2014 THE
WILDE BROTHERS: The One (Joe & Margaret) The Honeymoon, A Wilde
Brothers Short Friendly Fire (Logan & Julia) Not Quite Married, A Wilde
Brothers Short A Matter of Trust (Ben & Carrie) The Reckoning, A Wilde
Brothers Christmas *Available December 2014 WALK THE RIGHT ROAD
SERIES: The Choice Lost And Found Merkaba Bounty Blown Away, The
Final Chapter Or grab Walk the Right Road: The Complete Collection, which
includes all the books in this sizzling suspense series. THE SAVED SERIES
Saved Vanished Captured *Content Warning: Before purchasing THE PRICE
TO LOVE please be aware the stories in this series are realistic romances
filled with passion, the ideals of family, love and loyalty and not your
average fairy tale happily ever after. The Friessen men in these stories are
flawed, strong sexy alpha males. If sexual tension, rough language, and
passion at all bother you then please do not purchase this book.

The Price to Love-Lorhainne Eckhart 2014-07-08 The highly anticipated
second book in THE FRIESSENS: A NEW BEGINNING continues with the
moving saga of Neil & Candy in The Price to Love. *Warning - This is a
highly emotional romance with realistic elements that may tug at your
heartstrings. —“I loved this emotional roller coaster" - Author Mimi Barbour
—“I was pulled in on the first page and could not put it down until I got to
the last page. I love when a writer tells the story about a complete family." Reviewer, Susan In THE PRICE TO LOVE...I knew my husband wanted a
baby, but I couldn't give him one. When Neil paid for a surrogate and moved
her into our home, he told me not to worry, but I couldn't help but notice
that she recognized the strong, sexy alpha male inside him, and I suddenly
felt as if I was on the outside looking in. Then, one day, I met Cat, the young
girl who stole my heart. I saw something in Cat that I couldn't turn away
from: a damaged, scarred soul filled with the kind of despair and
hopelessness that should never have been in the innocent eyes of a child.
Cat needed me--my voice, my hugs, and my love--and she captured my
heart. However, neither Neil nor his family understood my need to help her.
I found myself alone, and I knew I was the only one who could save Cat
before it was too late. THE OUTSIDER series: The Forgotten Child (Brad &
Emily) Baby And A Wedding (An Outsider Series Short) Fallen Hero (Andy,
Jed & Diana) The Search (An Outsider Series Short) The Awakening (Andy
& Laura) Secrets (Jed & Diana) Runaway(Andy & Laura) Overdue (An
Outsider Series Short) The Unexpected Storm (Neil & Candy) The Wedding
full-measure-t-jefferson-parker

Dead Big Dawg-Victoria Houston 2019-06-11 Murder, She Wrote meets
Fargo in the Northwoods of Wisconsin in the nineteenth “gripping,
atmospheric, and smart” (T. Jefferson Parker, New York Times bestselling
author) installment of the Loon Lake series. When the bodies of a wealthy
Chicago industrialist and his wife are discovered in their summer home at
the same time that a local lawyer disappears, life becomes complicated for
Loon Lake Chief of Police Lew Ferris. Relying on the forensic dental
expertise of her close friend and acting coroner, Doc Osborne, Lew soon
finds the investigations are even more complicated than she thought when a
rarely used computer belonging to a local sawmill operation is taken over by
foreign hackers. Add to that the family issues facing both Lew and Doc, and
this Northwoods summer becomes both hot and dangerous. Engaging and
fast-paced, Dead Big Dawg is a clever mystery perfect for fans of Lee
Goldberg and Janet Evanovich.

Rosarito Beach-M. A. Lawson 2013-12-31 The first installment in M.A.
Lawson's thrilling Kay Hamilton series "This riveting thriller... launches a
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new star in crime fiction, the tough-minded and tough-talking DEA Agent
Kay Hamilton."—New York Times bestselling author Lisa Scottoline Bold,
brash, and beautiful, DEA agent Kay Hamilton doesn’t always like to play by
the rules, even though she’s charged with upholding them. Having recently
been transferred to San Diego after a case in Miami brought her more
notoriety than medals, Kay once again finds herself embroiled in an
international bust. Tito Olivera, younger brother of drug czar Caesar
Olivera, is within her grasp. If she takes down Tito, Kay is positive that
Caesar will follow—and when Caesar falls, so does the largest and most
vicious cartel in Mexico. But when a mysterious stranger shows up on her
doorstep, the Olivera case suddenly becomes far more personal—and far
more dangerous. Now, Kay must decide how much she’s willing to sacrifice
to get her man.

law and a vicious biker gang on the other, all trying to stop him from freeing
the man in prison, Rick risks his life to uncover the truth that only the real
killer knows—what happened one bloody night eight years earlier. Perfect
for fans of David Baldacci While all of the novels in the Rick Cahill PI Crime
Series stand on their own and can be read in any order, the publication
sequence is: Yesterday's Echo Night Tremors Dark Fissures Blood Truth
Wrong Light Lost Tomorrows Blind Vigil Last Redemption (coming
November 2021)

The Song of Hiawatha-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 1856 Describes in
verse the boyhood of the legendary Iroquois Indian, Hiawatha.

Gangsterland-Tod Goldberg 2015-08-11 A wickedly dark and funny
gangster novel that "aspires to the heights of Elmore Leonard" set in a
desert landscape as ruthless and barren as those who inhabit it (The New
York Times). Sal Cupertine is a legendary hit man for the Chicago Mafia,
known for his ability to get in and out of a crime without a trace. Until now,
that is. His first–ever mistake forces Sal to botch an assassination, killing
three undercover FBI agents in the process. This puts too much heat on Sal,
and he knows this botched job will be his death sentence to the Mafia. So he
agrees to their radical idea to save his own skin. A few surgeries and some
intensive training later, and Sal Cupertine is gone, disappeared into the
identity of Rabbi David Cohen. Leading his growing congregation in Las
Vegas, overseeing the population and the temple and the new cemetery,
Rabbi Cohen feels his wicked past slipping away from him, surprising even
himself as he spouts quotes from the Torah or the Old Testament. Yet, as it
turns out, the Mafia isn't quite done with him yet. Soon the new cemetery is
being used as both a money and body–laundering scheme for the Chicago
family. And that rogue FBI agent on his trail, seeking vengeance for the
murder of his three fellow agents, isn't going to let Sal fade so easily into
the desert.

Silent Joe-T. Jefferson Parker 2001 Scarred for life by a brutal father, Joe
Trona found a safe haven and a loving childhood in the home of the couple
who adopted him. Now he spends his days as a deputy for the Orange
County sheriff's department and his nights as a driver and aide to Will
Trona, the influential politician who rescued him from the Hillside
Children's Home. An expert in firearms and the martial arts, Joe has been
backing Will up for a long time. Still, his skill isn't enough to keep Will alive,
and when his father is killed right in front of Joe's eyes, the young deputy
vows to avenge him.

Night Tremors-Matt Coyle 2015-04-07 Anthony, Shamus, and Lefty Award
Finalist Powerful forces on each side of the law have Rick Cahill in the
crosshairs Nightmares of the man he killed two years ago still chase Rick
Cahill through his sleep. The memory of his murdered wife haunts him
during waking hours. His private investigative work, secretly photographing
adulterers, paid for his new house but stains his soul. When an old nemesis
asks for his help to free a man from prison, a man he thinks is wrongly
convicted of murder, Rick grabs at the chance to turn his life around. His
investigation takes him from the wealthy enclave of La Jolla to the dark
underbelly of San Diego. His quest fractures his friendship with his mentor,
endangers his steady job, and draws the contempt of the Police Chief who
has tried to put Rick behind bars forever. With the police on one side of the
full-measure-t-jefferson-parker

The Secret in the Wall-Ann Parker 2022-02-15 Sometimes you can't keep
your gown out of the gutter... Inez Stannert has reinvented herself—again.
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Fleeing the comfort and wealth of her East Coast upbringing, she became a
saloon owner and card sharp in the rough silver boomtown of Leadville,
Colorado, always favoring the unconventional path—a difficult road for a
woman in the late 1800s. Then the teenaged daughter of a local prostitute is
orphaned by her mother's murder, and Inez steps up to raise the troubled
girl as her own. Inez works hard to keep a respectable, loving home for
Antonia, carefully crafting their new life in San Francisco. But risk is a
seductive friend, difficult to resist. When a skeleton tumbles from the wall of
her latest business investment, the police only seem interested in the bag of
Civil War-era gold coins that fell out with it. With her trusty derringer
tucked in the folds of her gown, Inez uses her street smarts and sheer will
to unearth a secret that someone has already killed to keep buried. The
more she digs, the muddier and more dangerous things become. She enlists
the help of Walter de Brujin, a local private investigator with whom she
shares some history. Though she wants to trust him, she fears that his
knowledge of her past, along with her growing attraction to him, may well
blow her veneer of respectability to bits—that is, if her dogged pursuit of
the truth doesn't kill her first

immortal, and delights in the havoc he wreaks in the orbits of everyone he
touches.... All three are about to meet. But all will not survive....

Hymns of the Republic-S. C. Gwynne 2020-10-06 From the New York
Times bestselling and award-winning author of Empire of the Summer Moon
and Rebel Yell comes “a masterwork of history” (Lawrence Wright, author
of God Save Texas), the spellbinding, epic account of the last year of the
Civil War. The fourth and final year of the Civil War offers one of the most
compelling narratives and one of history’s great turning points. Now,
Pulitzer Prize finalist S.C. Gwynne breathes new life into the epic battle
between Robert E. Lee and Ulysses S. Grant; the advent of 180,000 black
soldiers in the Union army; William Tecumseh Sherman’s March to the Sea;
the rise of Clara Barton; the election of 1864 (which Lincoln nearly lost); the
wild and violent guerrilla war in Missouri; and the dramatic final events of
the war, including Lee’s surrender at Appomattox and the murder of
Abraham Lincoln. “A must-read for Civil War enthusiasts” (Publishers
Weekly), Hymns of the Republic offers many surprising angles and insights.
Robert E. Lee, known as a great general and Southern hero, is presented
here as a man dealing with frustration, failure, and loss. Ulysses S. Grant is
known for his prowess as a field commander, but in the final year of the war
he largely fails at that. His most amazing accomplishments actually began
the moment he stopped fighting. William Tecumseh Sherman, Gwynne
argues, was a lousy general, but probably the single most brilliant man in
the war. We also meet a different Clara Barton, one of the greatest and
most compelling characters, who redefined the idea of medical care in
wartime. And proper attention is paid to the role played by large numbers of
black union soldiers—most of them former slaves. Popular history at its
best, Hymns of the Republic reveals the creation that arose from
destruction in this “engrossing…riveting” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review)
read.

The Famous and the Dead-T. Jefferson Parker 2013-04-18 For fans of
Michael Connelly and CJ Box, from New York Times bestseller and Edgaraward winner T. Jefferson Parker, author of The Room of White Fire, comes
the explosive finale in his Charlie Hood series, which will bring together the
destinies of three men caught between light and darkness, and now features
an excerpt from his upcoming novel The Room of White Fire. Los Angeles
County sheriff’s deputy Charlie Hood is attached to the ATF, working
undercover on the illegal arms trade that flows across the U.S.-Mexico
border. The sparkle of the diamond fillings he wears in his left canine
distracts his task force targets and is often the first step toward a long stay
behind bars. Meanwhile, Bradley Jones—sheriff’s deputy, employee of the
Baja Cartel, and son of the love of Charlie’s life—is expecting a son of his
own. Bradley, supposedly descended from the famed Mexican outlaw
Joaquin Murrieta, has reaped the rewards of his treachery, keeping a hoard
of cash and jewelry in a secret lair on his property. Charlie knows Bradley’s
secrets, all of them; the question is what he’ll do with the information. But
he still has to contend with the devilish Mike Finnegan, who flits in and out
of the lives of his friends, knows things he should not know, is seemingly
full-measure-t-jefferson-parker

Rise to Rebellion-Jeff Shaara 2011-07-06 Jeff Shaara dazzled readers with
his bestselling novels Gods and Generals, The Last Full Measure, and Gone
for Soldiers. Now the acclaimed author who illuminated the Civil War and
the Mexican-American War brilliantly brings to life the American
Revolution, creating a superb saga of the men who helped to forge the
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destiny of a nation. In 1770, the fuse of revolution is lit by a fateful
command "Fire!" as England's peacekeeping mission ignites into the Boston
Massacre. The senseless killing of civilians leads to a tumultuous trial in
which lawyer John Adams must defend the very enemy who has assaulted
and abused the laws he holds sacred. The taut courtroom drama soon
broadens into a stunning epic of war as King George III leads a reckless and
corrupt government in London toward the escalating abuse of his colonies.
Outraged by the increasing loss of their liberties, an extraordinary
gathering of America's most inspiring characters confronts the British
presence with the ideals that will change history. John Adams, the idealistic
attorney devoted to the law, who rises to greatness by the power of his
words . . . Ben Franklin, one of the most celebrated men of his time, the
elderly and audacious inventor and philosopher who endures firsthand the
hostile prejudice of the British government . . . Thomas Gage, the British
general given the impossible task of crushing a colonial rebellion without
starting an all-out war . . . George Washington, the dashing Virginian whose
battle experience in the French and Indian War brings him the recognition
that elevates him to command of a colonial army . . . and many other
immortal names from the Founding Family of the colonial struggle - Abigail
Adams, Thomas Jefferson, Joseph Warren, Samuel Adams, Richard Henry
Lee - captured as never before in their full flesh-and-blood humanity. More
than a powerful portrait of the people and purpose of the revolution, Rise to
Rebellion is a vivid account of history's most pivotal events. The Boston Tea
Party, the battles of Concord and Bunker Hill: all are recreated with the
kind of breathtaking detail only a master like Jeff Shaara can muster. His
most impressive achievement, Rise to Rebellion reveals with new immediacy
how philosophers became fighters, ideas their ammunition, and how a
scattered group of colonies became the United States of America.

whose fortunes quickly become our urgent concern: Edmund McGowan, a
naturalist of towering courage and intellect, whose life's work is threatened
by the war against Mexico and whose character is tested by his own
dangerous pride; Mary Mott, a widowed innkeeper on the Texas coast, a
determined and resourceful woman; and her sixteen-year-old son, Terrell,
whose first shattering experience with love leads him instead to war, and
into the crucible of the Alamo. As Edmund McGowan and Mary Mott take off
in pursuit of Terrell and follow him into the fortress, the powerful but wary
attraction between them deepens. And the reader is drawn with them into
the harrowing days of the battle itself. Never before has the fall of the
Alamo been portrayed with such immediacy. And for the first time the story
is told not just from the perspective of the American defenders but from that
of the Mexican attackers as well. We follow Blas Montoya, a sergeant in an
elite sharpshooter company, as he fights to keep his men alive not only in
the inferno of battle but also during the long forced march north from
Mexico proper to Texas. And through the eyes of the ambitious mapmaker
Telesforo Villasenor, we witness the cold deliberations of General Santa
Anna. Filled with dramatic scenes, abounding in fictional and historical
personalities -- among them James Bowie, David Crockett, and William
Travis -- The Gates of the Alamo enfolds us in history, and through its
remarkable and passionate storytelling allows us to participate at last in an
American legend.

Iron River-T. Jefferson Parker 2011-01-04 For fans of Michael Connelly and
CJ Box, the third thrilling novel in the Charlie Hood series from New York
Times bestseller and Edgar-award winner T. Jefferson Parker, author of The
Room of White Fire. Along the U.S./Mexico border, a man named Finnegan
wakes up in the border-town of Buenavista after a hit and run-eerily aware
of events he should know nothing about, $90,000 richer, and with Charlie
Hood's name and address in his wallet. Meanwhile when tracking the flow
of illegal guns into Mexico, Hood's team accidentally kills the son of
Benjamin Armenta, head of the Gulf Cartel and one of the most violent men
in the world. Now, Hood must work to grasp the enigmatic forces fighting
for control of Buenavista- forces that circle back to Finnegan, and to
Armenta's unstoppable plan for brutal vengeance.

The Gates of the Alamo-Stephen Harrigan 2001-05-01 A huge, riveting,
deeply imagined novel about the siege and fall of the Alamo, an event that
formed the consciousness of Texas and that resonates through American
history. With its vibrant, unexpected characters and its richness of
authentic detail, The Gates of the Alamo is an unforgettable re-creation of a
time, a place, and a heroic conflict. The time is 1835. At the center of a
canvas crowded with Mexicans and Americans, with Karankawa and
Comanche Indians, with settlers of many nationalities, stand three people
full-measure-t-jefferson-parker
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in 1962 Jackson, Mississippi, three women, including an African-American
maid, her sassy and chronically unemployed friend and a recently graduated
white woman, team up for a clandestine project against a backdrop of the
budding civil rights era. Includes reading-group guide. Reissue. A #1 bestselling novel.

Swift Vengeance-T. Jefferson Parker 2019-06-25 In this incendiary thriller
from three-time Edgar Award winner and New York Times bestselling
author T. Jefferson Parker, Roland Ford is hunting down a mysterious killer,
jockeying for position with the FBI, and risking everything to save a friend
in terrible jeopardy. Returning hero and private investigator Roland Ford is
on the trail of a mysterious killer who is beheading CIA drone operators and
leaving puzzling clues at each crime scene. His troubled friend Lindsay
Rakes is afraid for her own life and the life of her son after a fellow flight
crew member is killed in brutal fashion. Even more terrifying is the odd note
the killer left behind: "Welcome to Caliphornia. This is not the last." Ford
strikes an uneasy alliance with San Diego-based FBI agent Joan Taucher,
who is tough as nails but haunted by what she sees as the Bureau's failure
to catch the 9/11 terrorists, many of whom spent their last days in her city.
As the killer strikes again, Ford and Taucher dash into the fray, each
desperate for their own reasons--each ready to risk it all to stop the killer
from doing far more damage.

Another Kind of Eden-James Lee Burke 2021-08-17 New York Times
bestselling author James Lee Burke brings readers a captivating tale of
justice, love, brutality, and mysticism set in the turbulent 1960s. The
American West in the early 1960s appears to be a pastoral paradise: golden
wheat fields, mist-filled canyons, frolicking animals. Aspiring novelist Aaron
Holland Broussard has observed it from the open door of a boxcar, riding
the rails for both inspiration and odd jobs. Jumping off in Denver, he finds
work on a farm and meets Joanne McDuffy, an articulate and fierce college
student and gifted painter. Their soul connection is immediate, but their
romance is complicated by Joanne’s involvement with a shady professor who
is mixed up with a drug-addled cult. When a sinister businessman and his
son who wield their influence through vicious cruelty set their sights on
Aaron, drawing him into an investigation of grotesque murders, it is clear
that this idyllic landscape harbors tremendous power—and evil. Followed by
a mysterious shrouded figure who might not be human, Aaron will have to
face down all these foes to save the life of the woman he loves and his own.
The latest installment in James Lee Burke’s masterful Holland family saga,
Another Kind of Eden is both riveting and one of Burke’s most ambitious
works to date. It dismantles the myths of both the twentieth-century
American West and the peace-and-love decade, excavating the beauty and
idealism of the era to show the menace and chaos that lay simmering just
beneath the surface.

The Fisher King-Melissa Lenhardt 2016-11-01 When the dust settles in
this Texas town, who will be left standing? It’s been six weeks since Jack
McBride’s life went to hell: the resolution of his first case as chief sparked a
county-wide drug war, his brother Eddie rode into town with a pocket full of
cocaine and trouble on his mind, his estranged wife returned from her oneyear sabbatical determined to win him back, and Ellie Martin ended their
brief affair. To the Stillwater natives, the increase in local crime can be
traced directly back to the day outsider McBride took the job, and they’re
gunning to get rid of him. One particular group is led by Joe Doyle, a
successful local businessman who’s running for city council against Ellie
and her plan to revitalize downtown. Now Jack has discovered proof Doyle is
the biggest crime lord in the county, and, with murders piling up and the
drug war intensifying, Jack suspects the crimes aren’t business but
personal—and he’s the target. The bitter election and Jack’s investigation
spark old rivalries and new jealousies, making Ellie and those who love
Stillwater most wonder if it’s even worth saving.

Hawke's Prey-Reavis Z. Wortham 2017-06-27 A Texas Ranger faces off
with terrorists while trapped inside a small-town courthouse during a
blizzard—from the author of the Red River mysteries. It’s a stunning attack,
lightning quick and chilling in its execution. A merciless gang of terrorists
seizes the Presidio County Courthouse in the midst of the worst blizzard
West Texas has seen in a century. Loaded down with enough fire power to
outfit an army, the attackers slaughter dozens, take all survivors hostage,

The Help-Kathryn Stockett 2011 Limited and persecuted by racial divides
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and assume complete control. The nation—and the U.S. government—are at
their mercy. Or so they think. They don’t know that a seasoned Texas
Ranger is also inside the courthouse. Sonny Hawke has hauled in some of
America’s Most Wanted. Now he’s up against his most dangerous adversary
yet. Sonny likes his chances. The enemy is his to take down—one by one.
Until he’s face-to-face with the ruthless mastermind gunning for our very
freedom . . . First in the series and perfect for fans of Die Hard! Praise for
the Spur Award–winning Reavis Z. Wortham and His Novels “Think: Elmore
Leonard meets James Lee Burke.” —Jeffery Deaver “Wortham is the real
thing.”—C.J. Box “The most riveting thriller all year!” —John Gilstrap
“Entertaining and emotionally engaging.” —T. Jefferson Parker “A masterful
and entertaining storyteller.” —Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine

Charlie Hood and Erin’s outlaw husband, Bradley Jones. They have the
power to rescue her, but their long-simmering rivalry could very well
compromise Erin’s deliverance and cause the ending of a life-and-death
ballad to be rewritten in blood.

Electoral Realignments-David R. Mayhew 2008-10-01 The study of
electoral realignments is one of the most influential and intellectually
stimulating enterprises undertaken by American political scientists.
Realignment theory has been seen as a science able to predict changes, and
generations of students, journalists, pundits, and political scientists have
been trained to be on the lookout for “signs” of new electoral realignments.
Now a major political scientist argues that the essential claims of
realignment theory are wrong—that American elections, parties, and
policymaking are not (and never were) reconfigured according to the
realignment calendar. David Mayhew examines fifteen key empirical claims
of realignment theory in detail and shows us why each in turn does not hold
up under scrutiny. It is time, he insists, to open the field to new ideas. We
might, for example, adopt a more nominalistic, skeptical way of thinking
about American elections that highlights contingency, short-term election
strategies, and valence issues. Or we might examine such broad topics as
bellicosity in early American history, or racial questions in much of our
electoral history. But we must move on from an old orthodoxy and failed
model of illumination.

The Jaguar-T. Jefferson Parker 2012-01-10 For fans of Michael Connelly
and CJ Box, the fifth audacious and white-hot novel in the Charlie Hood
series from New York Times bestseller and Edgar-award winner T. Jefferson
Parker redefines the landscape of the thriller and shatters every expectation
you ever had about the good guys and the bad. Now featuring an excerpt
from his upcoming novel The Room of White Fire. When Benjamin Armenta,
leader of the powerful Gulf Cartel, kidnaps songwriter Erin McKenna, his
demands are as unique as the jungle fortress in which Erin is imprisoned.
She’s ordered to compose a narcocorrido, a folk ballad that will romanticize
Armenta as one of the greatest desperadoes in Mexican history. Allowed to
wander the hallways of the castle with only a guitar and a mysterious old
priest to keep her company, Erin must produce the loveliest song these men
have ever heard. Or she’ll be skinned alive. As Erin’s music wafts through
the jungle, it serves as a siren call to the two men who love her: lawman
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